
Organizational Culture  
Dance on your pianos !  
	
	
	
 

Un PDG, la soixantaine bien sonnée, danse sur un piano en plein milieu du plus grand magasin à jouets 
de New York. Cette scène désopilante que vous avez sans doute vue dans le film ‘Petit Bonhomme’ 
avec en vedette Tom Hanks, peut nous en apprendre très long sur ce à quoi devraient ressembler les 
leaders de nos cultures performantes en entreprises. Dans une récente rubrique, je vous ai rapidement 
esquissé les grands traits des cultures organisationnelles performantes et moins performantes. Ces 
cultures se divisent en trois types principaux : les cultures passives/défensives qui osent peu et qui ont  
 
A CEO, well into his sixties, dances on a piano keyboard in the middle of New York’s biggest toy 
store. This playful scene is a highlight of a film you have almost certainly seen at one time or another, 
“Big”, with a young Tom Hanks in the starring role. The scene is not just entertaining, it can tell us a 
lot about how to go about building high-performing cultures in the organizations we work in.In a recent 
post, I overviewed the main characteristics of organizations that are high performing and others that 
are performing under par. These cultures can be divided into three main types: Passive/Defensive 
cultures where risks, even measured ones, are seldom taken and the status quo is desperately clung to 
like a life buoy, Aggressive/Defensive cultures where stress is laid on individual effort to the detriment 
of collaboration and teamwork and Constructive cultures which seem to have found the recipe for 
success over the long term. 
 
For over thirty years, it has been possible to set up the in-depth portrait of any given organization and 
to go even further by predicting with a great deal of certainty whether the organization will be 
successful, or, on the contrary, will do poorly or even fail over the long term. The instrument that 
allows us to make this type of precise organizational diagnosis is the Organizational Culture 
Inventory® (OCI) from Human Synergistics®. This instrument, and its complementary Inventory, the 
Organizational Effectiveness Inventory® (OEI), is based on data from hundreds of public and private 
organizations, not only across North America, but from around the World. The data and the predictions 
the instruments are able to make are constantly monitored and revalidated by the Human Synergistics® 
team and the Center for Applied Research (CAR). The researchers who are behind the inventories are 
led by Dr Robert Cooke, from the University of Illinois, in Chicago. So, you are a Senior Executive in 
in an organization and you are very interested in building and maintaining a culture that delivers top 
long-term performance. What can you do specifically to make sure this happens? Looking at Human 
Synergistics® research, you will emphasize four interlocking leadership styles. 
 
The Self-Actualized Style   
You see this style in use when your selection and recruiting process puts the emphasis on 
systematically hiring people who openly enjoy not only their work, but are enthusiastic about life in 
general. For these people, work is not a necessary chore, but one of several or many of the activities 
in their life. Then you will make sure that the working environment never diminishes or constrains 
their levels of enthusiasm and creativity. One example that has made a big impact on both our 
professional and personal lives : the researcher at 3m who made a pretty awful glue that didn’t really 
stick. The 3M culture encouraged – and still encourages – its employees to share their ideas across the 
whole organization. In a completely different division, someone was looking for a weak glue to make, 
you guessed it, Post-Its. Then there are small airlines such as Southwest that owe much of their 
business success to allowing their employees at all levels to have fun in their interactions with each 
other and with their clients who are too-often used to a boring and even stressful in-flight experience.  
 



The Achievement Style  
You must also attract and retain employees who are either already very technically competent, or who 
have the potential to learn rapidly on the job. They will be « self-starters » able to set many of their 
own goals and objectives and these will be a combination of the “stretch” variety, tough but achievable. 
Make sure to have mini performance and contribution appreciation sessions with them every three or 
four months. When they don’t meet their objectives, your job is not to blame but to keep them focused 
on using the experience as a learning experience. This style balances even-handedness and firmness, 
something self-starting employees value greatly in a senior manager. 
 
The Humanistic Style 
Using this style, you will make sure that you organize the work to be done in a way that ensures it 
always has a learning component so that employees learn and grow through their daily activities. This 
helps greatly with a second aspect of this Humanistic style, the priority you will give to making sure 
you have a succession plan in the works, most frequently by having one or more subordinates who are, 
because of you, developing their potential to take over your job one day, or one somewhat similar to 
it. This means you will be often attribute the responsibility for certain programs and projects not just 
because the employee is technically capable of succeeding, but also because the experience will be an 
invaluable ladder in her or his continuous professional growth. Stay close to your employees, both as 
a coach and as an occasional Devil’s Advocate – even great employees need well-directed questioning 
to fine-tune their work. And don’t forget to use your active listening skills in all your interactions with 
your teams. Those of you who have read Stephen Covey’s “Seven Habits of Highly Successful People” 
will immediately recognize his fifth habit: Seek first to understand before making yourself understood. 
 

The Affiliative Style 
Lastly, but equally important, this style puts the focus on organizing work as much as possible on a 
team-based structure. This will help counter the frequent tendency for an organization to glom into 
« silos » of non-communicating entities. Make sure you quickly recognize and in some way reward 
over-and-above performance, frequently by a pat on the back or a glowing compliment during the team 
meeting. And don’t just recognize work success : it’s important to celebrate important, but not 
necessarily work-related events, such as birthdays, weddings and so on. The reward for this fourth set 
of leadership behaviours is greatly increased levels of loyalty, both at an individual and a team level.  
 
Many of our clients use the Organizational Culture Inventory® and its companion Organizational 
Effectiveness Inventory® to measure the strengths of their organizations and the areas that need 
particular attention or improvement. Administration is simple: all employees, or in some cases a 
sample population of employees, complete a simple on-line questionnaire. This will generate a report 
which provides visual profiles and many back-up graphics of both the Current and Ideal (or desired) 
organizational cultures and sub-cultures, for example for different departments such as Sales and 
Production, or by function, such as Managers, professionals or blue collars. The report will enable an 
in-depth research-based diagnosis and the generation of an Action Plan to focus on continuous long-
term improvement.  
 
Some of our clients are already dancing on their pianos! 
 


